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Variational methods are used in a weighted Sobolev space to prove the existence 
of solutions for a certain class of singular nonlinear ordinary differential equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the singular nonlinear boundary value problem 
-( l/p)cJxd)’ + u = F(u), t E (0, ao), lim u(t) = 0, t-rm Wl) 
where 
P E cyo, oo), 
p(O+) > 0, 
p(t) is strictly increasing on (0, co), 
iim, p(t) = +co. 
U.2) 
If p(t) = fy, Eq. (1.1) becomes 
4 - (y/r) ti + u = F(u), y > 0. (1.3) 
When y = n - 1 in (1.3) we obtain the equation for radially symmetric 
solutions u(r), r = Ix ] , of the equation 
-Au + u = F(u), XE IR”. (1.4) 
Equations of this type arise in the context of standing wave solutions of the 
nonlinear Klein-Gordon and Schrddinger equations [ 1, 141 as well as in the 
self-focusing problem for intense optical beams [ 161. 
Equation (1.4) has been studied by numerous authors (Strauss [ 141, 
Berger [3,4], Rabinowitz [ 111). Strauss [ 141 has obtained results on the 
existence of radial solutions of (1.4) which include F(U) = (U JpP i u and 
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F(u) = A 1 u Ip-’ u - ) u 14-l u, 1 < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2), q > 1. In the latter 
case Strauss obtains the existence of (i) a positive solution for some ,l > 0 if 
p < q; (ii) infinitely many solutions, one of which is positive, VI > 0, if 
q < p < (n + 2)/(n - 2). More recently Berestycki and Lions [l] have shown 
that Eq. (1.3) with y = n - 1, n > 3, and F(u) = Aup - puq, 13 > 0, ,U > 0, 
p, q > 1 has astrictly positive decreasing solution u E C” [0, co) if 
P < max(q, (n + 2)/(n - 2)), 
P>O if p > (n + 2)/(n - 2) 
35> 0 such that G(r) > 0, 
where 
G(s) = (‘ (-t + F(t)) dt. 
0 
The author [9] has studied Eq. (1.3) in some detail, using a variational 
technique due to Nehari [lo] in an appropriate weighted Sobolev space to 
prove the existence of solutions with any number of zeros, allowing a fairly 
general nonlinear term. 
In the present paper we shall seek solutions of (1.1) and (1.3) in a 
weighted Sobolev space designed to include the boundary condition at 
infinitely as well as handle the singularity at t = 0. We will extend some of 
the results of Strauss by allowing a more general weight function p(t), and at 
the same time make improvements in some of the results quoted above. We 
will rely heavily on some general theorems of Rabinowitz [ 121. 
In Section 2 we introduce the weighted Sobolev spaces and prove some 
embedding theorems. Section 3 contains the existence theorems for (1.1) and 
(1.2). In Section 4 we consider Eq. (1.3) with nonlinear term 
F(u)=~lulP-1~-~J~19-1~,IZ>0, ,u~O. Some examples are presented in 
Section 5. 
2. THE SPACES LP, AND Wiyp 
We denote by Lz the space of all functions u(t), Lebesgue measurable on 
(0, co), for which 
Since clearly Lz c L fO, z g’(O, co), we are dealing with a space of 
distributions. Hence we can define WL*” as the subspace of all functions 
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u E Lz for which the distributional derivative zi E Li. Space Wivp becomes a
reflexive Banach space when equipped with the norm 
II4lW~‘= wl;~+ lI~llf;PP. 
Correspondingly, we define l#‘i+’ to be the closure of CF(O, co) in Wi3” 
under the norm of Wj.“. 
The spaces WL*” and F$‘i,p have been studied in some detail by Grisvard 
[ 71 in the case p(t) = ty. It turns out that in fact W$p = l&$p for y >p - 1 
([7, Theorem 1.11). If u E Wjvp, then also u E W’3P([a, b]), the usual 
Sobolev space, where 0 < a < b < co. It follows that the functions u E WA*” 
are absolutely continuous on (0, co), and that any bounded sequence in Wiqp 
has a subsequence converging uniformly on compact subsets of (0, co). 
In all that follows, )( u/( will denote the norm in Wi3p, unless otherwise 
indicated. 
LEMMA 2.1. For functions u E Wjvp we have the estimate 
PWP IWl < Cllull. (2.1) 
Proox IfO<t<T<co,then 
Il4Ol” - lW’IpI SPY: blp-* I4 d7 
4 -& (fju[ppdi)lY-“‘p (i,‘ltijppdr)lip, (2.2) 
and it follows that lim,,, u(T) = 0. Letting T+ co in (2.2) we obtain 
I4w~41-11~ll”~ 
PW 
from which (2.1) follows. 
The spaces WL7” will be classified according to whether 
i ; PW 
(P-l)-' dt < oo 
or 
i : P(t)- 
(P--l)-’ dt = +me 
If (2.3) is the case, then (with 0 < T < t) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
[u(f) - u(T)1 <‘(j; ItiIy pdt)“’ (j;p-(“-‘)-I dr)(rli’p (2.5) 
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and it follows that lim,,,, u(t) exists. Also, (2.5) and (2.1) together imply 
IuWl ~CllulL I E (0, co). (2.6) 
On the other hand, if (2.4) holds, we define 
l+ 1 =sup ]q\J; (~~‘p(i)-‘“-“-‘dr)q(p-‘i’pp(t)dr < ml. 
We restrict our attention in this case to functions p(t) and indices p > 1 for 
which I> 1. 
It now follows from (2.5) that for 0 < t < j 
lu(r)-u(l)~(~lu~~(~~‘p”“-~dr)(p-l)m, 
thus using (2.1) we have 
IWI G l4l)l + IW - 4l)l 
< 1 ($-)I” + (,,‘p-(p-l)-‘dr)‘p-‘)N~ (1~1, (2.7) 
qc,~.(,(~~lp-““-‘dr)(p-‘)‘p, 0 < t<j. 
Setting I = +co in case (2.3) holds, we have 
THEOREM 2.1. The embedding i: WLvp + L”, is compact for p < q < I+ 1. 
If (2.3) holds, then also i: Wi*” --) Loo is compact. 
Prooj Suppose {u,} E Wi*p, )( u,II Q C. I n view of our earlier remarks 
there exists a subsequence, call it again {u,), and a function u such that 
u,(t) -+ u(t) uniformly on compact subsets of (0, a). 
Next we observe that, by (2.1), 
I 
~lu(‘pdrgp(T)‘-!‘/P’(rm,ulP+(a-P)p(l+(qiP)-l)d~ 
Q Cp(zyJ’P) llullq-pfhp~d~ 
< Cp(Tp’P) llul(q. 
If (2.3) holds, then, using (2.6), 
(2.8) 
I ~I~Iq~df~Cllullq~~(~A (2.9) 
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whereas in case of (2.4) we use (2.7) to get, for 0 < q < f, 
j-~(ul’pdr(cllu~~q~ (~ ‘p(i)-‘“-“-‘di)q(p-*)‘pp(f)df 
(2.10) 
= WII ul14 as q-+0+. 
Since I,, + u(t) uniformly on any interval [q, T], the compactness of 
i: WLvp + Lz follows from estimates (2.8)-(2.10). 
Now suppose (2.3) holds. Since u,(t) + u(t) uniformly on compact subsets 
of (0, co) and in view of (2.1), it clearly suffices for the second part of the 
theorem to show that u,(t) + u(t) uniformly near t = 0. TakingT= 0 in (2.5) 
gives 
where 
q(t) = (J-;p--’ cqP-‘)@ = o(l) 
as t+ O+. It follows that 
I U”(O) - 40) < cm + I %l(o - WI 
< -5 + I m - @I 
for sufficiently small t. Thus we see that u,(O) + u(0). Now we use (2.5) with 
u replaced by (u, - U) and T = 0 to get 
It now follows that i: Wi” + Lm is compact. 
Consider now the space E = &iv’, and let E’ be the dual of E relative to 
the pairing 
(u, u> = fin uv p df, u E E’, u e E. 
0 
As usual, ]]u]] = ]]u]]~. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Suppose FE C(-00, GO) sarisyes 
F(s) = o(s) as s+O (2.11) 
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and for some p, 1 < p < 1, 
6s) = 04 s I”) as lsl-roo. (2.12) 
Then the map jT: E -+ E’ defined by 
Sr(u)(u) = jm F(u) up dt, u,vEE 
0 
is completely continuous, i.e., if u, + u weakly in E, then jir(u,) -R(u) in 
E’. 
Proof. We begin by showing that in fact jr: E --) E’. Given E > 0 we use 
(2.11) to choose 6 > 0 such that IF(s)1 <E /s( when 0 < IsI < 6. It then 
follows from (2.12) that IF(s)1 < C I sip when Is I > 6. If u, u E E, then 
l.jT(~)(a)(~j~1F(u)v(pdt=j~+j~+j~. 
0 n T 
Using the above and (2.1) we have 
j~lW4pdt=j~ +jm 
(lUl<S) A $6) 
GE ~/u~lpdt+CjT~lulpl~lpdt I 
~~~~~(~~~~~~+Cp(T)-~~-~~‘~~(u~~~-’j”’(uv~pdt 
T 
< (E Ilull + CP(T)--(~-')'~ IIulIp)II~II~ (2.13) 
Similarly, for small q we have 
jnJF(u)vjpdt~ej~Juvjpdt+CjonjuJPlujpdt 
0 
<EIIuIJIIvJI+C j~lu,p+lpdt)p’ip+l’ 
( 
X 
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Since 2 (p + 1 ( I + 1 we have, as in (2.9) and (2.10), 
I ~lul”+~pd~~o(l)l)ul)‘t~ 
as 7 -+ O+. This together with the result of Theorem 2.1 yields the estimate 
(2.14) 
Finally, 
IP-(UIlE~ = ,yP, Imu)(u)l < 00. ” 
The remainder of the proof now proceeds along the lines of the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, using (2.13) and (2.14) in place of (2.8)-(2.10). 
If we consider the special case p(t) = ty, y > 0, a simple calculation shows 
thatI=+coifO<y~p-l,whileI+l=p(y+l)/(y+1-p)ify>p-1. 
For y = n - 1 the space IV:;!, can be interpreted as the set of radial 
functions in W’*p(R”). Thus we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose n > 2 and p > 1. 
(i) If p < n and p < q < np/(n -p), or if n <p < q < co, then 
W:;@R”) is compactly embedded in L~.J?“). 
(ii) If n <p, then W:;z(R”) is compactly embedded in Lz,(lR”). 
Proof This is clear from Theorem 2.1. 
For all y > p - 1 we also obtain an analog to the Sobolev embedding for 
R * (I@,!;” = W,!Y’” in this case). 
THEOREM 2.2. If 1 <p < y + 1, then the embedding i: W:;” --t Li:’ is 
continuous. 
Proof: If u E CT, we consider first v = u~~‘(~+‘-~). Since 
502149’1 R 
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we have 
Similarly, 
Iz~(t)l’y+~)‘~< C 
I 
p I~I”~ldl dr, 
(2.15) 
which yields 
(Y+ 1)/Y tY dt Q C 
<C om~t$/Y~ti19’t1dr 
I 
(2.16) 
Combining (2.15) and (2.16) gives 
y/(y+ 1) 
(Y+ 1)/Y tY dt <C mldltYdt. 
s 0 
Substituting for u and using Holder’s inequality gives 
(1 om I”I ‘+ ’ tY df i”““’ 
<C 
(5 
om Iuf+’ rydr)lp-‘)‘p (jr ltil” tyd+ I”, 
or equivalently, 
Il~ll~‘~~~~II~II~p,~~ll~ll~;~~ (2.17) 
The result now follows in the usual manner since Cr is dense in 
g+” = w;y ” . 
3. EXISTENCE OF SOLUTIONS 
We now turn our attention to Eq. (1.1). We seek weak solutions in the 
space cir, 1*2. By a weak solution we mean a function u E @kV2 for which 
I o* (liti +uv-F(u)u)pdf=O vu E cgyo, co). 
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If in fact u E C*(O, co), then an integration by parts gives 
I oa { -( l/p)cpu’)’ + 24 - F(u)} up d? = 0 
for all u E CF, and it follows that u is a classical solution of (1.1). 
Let P,, F, E CIO, 00) and suppose 
F,(s) > 0, F;(s) > 0 for s > 0, 
Fi(s) = o(s) as s+O+ (i = 1,2), 
and 
F,(s) = O(sp) as s-+co (i=1,2) 
for some p with 1 <p < 1. Consider the equation 
-(l/p)@‘)’ + u + F,(u) = AF,(u) 
and the associated functionals 
J(u) = Ia {j(u* + ti’) + G,(u)} p dr, 
0 
I(u) = Ia G*(U) /.I dt. 
0 
Here we extend the functions Fi to be zero for s < 0, and set 
G,(s) = I,‘ J’,(t) d& i= 1,2. 
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(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
It is clear from (3.2), (3.3), and Corollary 2.1 that J and I are C’ 
functionals on FJ$*. It follows also from the compactness of I’ (see [ 15, 
Theorem 8.121) that I is weakly continuous. Finally, f ]] u I] * is weakly lower 
semicontinuous, while j? G,(u) p dt is weakly continuous, hence J is weakly 
lower semicontinuous, 
THEOREM 3.1. Under hypotheses (3.1)-(3.3) there exists 1 > 0 and 
u E @‘i**, u > 0, which is a weak solution of (3.4). 
Proof: We consider the variational problem 
min ( J(U)] u E I@~**, I(U) = 1). (3.5) 
We first observe that if u is any solution of (3.5) and u+(t) = max(u(t), 0), 
then u, E F@i,*, J(u+) <J(U), I(#+) = I(U), so that a+ is also a solution of 
(3.5). Thus we may consider only u > 0. 
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We choose {u,} E I@;*‘, u,, > 0, such that J(u,) -+ J, = inf ( J(u)JZ(u) = 1 }. 
Since {u,} is bounded in “ti,’ we may assume, taking a subsequence, that 
u, + ZJ weakly. By Corollary 2.1 we have Z’(U,) =sZ;(u,) +X2(u) in 
(I@:**)‘, and Z(u,) --) Z(u) = 1 since Z is weakly continuous. It follows that 
u # 0 and .Z,, > 0. Since J is weakly lower semicontinuous we have 
J(u) < !ir~ .Z(u,) = J,, hence J(u) = .ZO since Z(u) = 1. Thus there exists A E IR 
such that J’(u) = AZ’(u), i.e., u is a weak solution of (3.4). Since 
J’(u)(u) = 1) uJJ* + f= F,(u) up dt = A jm F,(u) up dr > 0, 
0 0 
condition (3.1) implies that IE > 0. 
Next we set F, = 0, F, = F. Suppose FE C(-CQ, co), F is odd, 
F(0) = 0, SF(S) > 0 if s # 0, 
F(s) = O(l~l”) as (s]-+co 
for some p with 1 < p < 1, and 
F(s) = o(s) as s+ 0. 
Under the above hypotheses we have 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
THEOREM 3.2. For any r > 0 there exists an infinite sequence of distinct 
pairs of weak solutions (Ak, fu,) of (3.4) with uk E I@:,‘, 
IlUkll = r (k = 0, 1, 2 ,... ). 
Proof. We apply [ 12, Theorem 2.101 of Rabinowitz. Setting 
f(u) = - low G(u) P dt 
we see that f(0) = 0, f(u) < 0 if u # 0, and f’(u) # 0 if u # 0. Since 
f’ = -jr is completely continuous by Corollary 2.1, the conditions of 
[ 12, Lemma 2.111 are satisfied, hence we may apply [ 12, Theorem 2. lo]. 
Thus f restricted to a sphere of any radius r has infinitely many critical 
points. The desired result now easily follows. 
We now consider Eq. (3.4) with F, = 0, F, = F. Suppose that, in addition 
to (3.7) and (3.8), FE C(-co, co) satisfies 
F(s) -‘-al as s-+00, 
S (3.9) 
G(s) > aW), O<a<j, (3.10) 
G(s) < W(s), tl>O, s>M. (3.11) 
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Setting 
f (u> = jam {+(u’ + zi’) + G(u)} /I dt 
we have 
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THEOREM 3.3. Under the above hypotheses Eq. (3.4) has at least one 
nontrivial weak solution. If F is odd, then there exist infinitely many distinct 
pairs of weak solutions { l u, }, k = 0, 1, 2 ,.... 
Proof: For the first part we use the well-known “mountainpass lemma” 
[ 12, Theorem 3.91, taking E = tip I,*. We need to verify conditions (f,), (f,), 
and (PS+) of [ 12, Theorem 3.91 for the functionalJ: These conditions are 
f(0) = 0 and there exist r, a > 0 with 
f > 0 in B, - {O}, f > a on aB,. 
(fl> 
3e E E, e # 0, such that f (e) = 0. (fi) 
If 0 < (r <f (u,) < M and f ‘(u,) + 0, then 
{u,} has a convergent subsequence. 
Ps+) 
We setp(u) = lp G(u)p dt and claim that!(u) = o(]]u]]‘) as ]]u]] + 0, from 
which condition (f,) follows. Using (3.7) and (3.8) we have, for arbitrary 
s>OandsomeC=C(s)>O, 
IG(u)J~E(uI*+CIUI~+', (3.12) 
from which follows 
If(u)l<e j0Wu2pdt+Cj0a[ulp+‘pdt 
<41412 + w41p+1 
by Theorem 2.1. Thus&u) = o(]]u]]‘) as u+ 0. 
To verify condition (f2) we begin by choosing u E I&‘;**, u > 0, (1 u]] = 1. 
For arbitrary K > 0 we use (3.9) and (3.11) to choose j? > 0 such that 
ju>l,G(u)pdNrl j uJ-(uW<-Mj u’pdt. (3.13) 
u>4 u>4 
Using (3.12) we obtain the estimate 
I I G@)l P dt < E I u*pdt+C UC4 G4 I uco14p+‘Pdt. 
(3.14) 
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Combining (3.13) and (3.14) yields the estimate 
f(Ru)&KR2j u2p+cR2 I U2P U>LVR UCDIR 
+ CRp+’ 
Choosing 
<($tE)R2-ilKR2 j u2p t CR2pp-’ j u2p. 
u>WR U<LVR 
and R so large that 
I I 
m 
u2pdt>j u2p dt 
U>LVR 0 
gives 
f(Ru) < (-4 t E) R2 + o(R’), 
hence (f2) is satisfied. 
To verify (PS+), suppose (u,} E F@Lq2, f(u,) Q d, and f’(u,) --) 0. Making 
use of (3.10) we obtain 
d >f(u,) = f II u,l12 +f(uJ 
>~Ilu,l12+~ (jo~~~~,~~,~~~+ll~,/12)-~ll~,l12~ 
(3.15) 
since f’(u,) -+ 0, we can choose N such that for n ) N 
If’W(oH = jbn, VI+ jm W,) up dt / < Iloll 
0 
(3.16) 
for all u E I$$*‘. Setting u = u, and combining (3.16) with (3.15) gives 
~~~(4-~~11~,112-~11~,11~ 
and it follows that {u,,) is bounded. Thus we may assume, taking a subse- 
quence, that u, + u weakly in F$‘i*2, hence F(u,) -+X(u) strongly in 
(f&‘iq2)’ by Corollary 2.1. A short calculation shows that 
II U” - 412 = u’bd -f’(U))(U, - u) - mu”) - ~(u>>(u, - u>, 
so that u, + u and (PS ’ ) holds. 
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To prove the second part of the theorem we appeal to [ 12, Theorem 3.371. 
This entails conditions (fi) and (PS+) which have already been verified, as 
well as 
f is even VA 
and 
If X is an finite-dimensional subspace of E, 
then Xn {u]f(u) > 0} is bounded. (4) 
We first obseve that if F(s) is odd, then F(s)/s is even, so F(s)/s --) -co, 
and we may replace u by ] u] in the argument for (f&. Since the estimates 
used for (f2) hold uniformly for u restricted to a finite-dimensional subspace 
xc FPy, we see that for u EX, J]u]] = 1, R > 0, 
R-z~(Ru)=f/~u~/2+R-2(mG(~R~~)pdf 
0 
< (-4 + E) + o(l) 
as R --t co, thus Xn {u IS(u) > 0) is bounded, and (fJ holds. Since (f,) and 
(PS+) have already been verified, the theorem is proved. 
Remark 3.1. In Theorems 4.1-4.3 we have shown the existence of weak 
solutions of (3.4). By restricting consideration to an arbitrary interval [a, b], 
0 < a < b < co, we may apply standard regularity arguments (see for 
example Berger [2, p. 511) to conclude that the solutions of (3.4) lie in 
C’(O, co), hence are classical solutions. 
4. A SPECIAL CASE 
In this section we consider the equation 
-t-Y(tW) = -Ii - (y/t) Ii = h(u), 
h(u)=-u+IlulP-‘U-,11(UJq-‘U, 
(4.1) 
whereL>O,p>O,andp,q> l.IfO<y<l,thenI=+co andTheorem3.1 
guarantees the existence of a positive solution for some 1 > 0. Here we 
consider only the case y > 1, I = (y + 3)/Q - 1). We define the functionals 
J(u) = f (oom ti2tydt 
I(u) = Irn H(u) tY dt; 
0 
H(u) = ,ff h(s) ds, 
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and consider the minimum problem 
min {J(u)] u E E, Z(u) = 1 }, 
where E = I@;;;’ n LfY’;+’ n L;?‘;+’ (omit L;,,+ ’ if p = 0). 
(4.2) 
THEOREM 4.1. Suppose p < max(q, I), ,u > 0 ifp > 1, and 
x> 0 such that H(t) > 0. (4.3) 
Then (4.1) has a positive strictly decreasing solution u E En C2(0, 00). 
ProoJ: Our proof follows along the general lines of the proof of 
Theorem 1.1 of Berestycki and Lions [I] with some changes required due to 
the fact that y is not constrained to be an integer. 
Before proceeding with the proof we prove. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose u E @;‘(O, c0)n C’(O, co) is a strictly positive 
solution of (4.1). Then ti(t) < 0 for all t E (0, 00). Zf also u(t) is bounded, 
then in fact u E C’[O, m) and ti(0) = 0. 
Proof. Suppose first that limr+o+ u(t) = +a~, and let lo (0, co) be a 
critical point. There are then three possibilities: 
(9 Wt)) > 0, 
(ii) WC)) < 0, 
(iii) h(u(c)) = 0. 
In case (i), (4.1) implies that li’(<) < 0, so that u(c) is a strict maximum. In 
case (ii) ii(r) > 0 and u(r) is a strict minimum. In case (iii) we have C(r) = 
ri(<) = 0, which implies u(t) z u(r) for t > C;, which in turn contradicts 
u(t) + 0 as t -+ co. Thus (iii) is impossible. If there is no maximum in (0, co), 
then it follows easily that G(t) < 0 for all t E (0, 00). Thus we assume u(r) is 
a strict maximum for some < E (0, co). Then G(t) > 0 just to the left of t, and 
lim t+o+ u(t) = fco implies the existence of a last point to E (0, 0 for which 
ti(to) = 0. Since u(t) -+ 0 as t + co we may choose t, E (& co) so that 
u(t,) = u(to). We multiply (4.1) on both sides by ti to get 
hence 
+j2(t,)+$~dt=--j 
u(t,) 
h(u) du = 0, 
to u(G)) 
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which yields the contradiction 
fzi’(tJ < 0. 
It follows that a(t) < 0 for all t E (0, co). If on the other hand u(t) is 
bounded, then we multiply (4.1) by ty and integrate to get 
t%(t) - t,Ylqt,) = - jt h(u) SYdZ. (4.4) 
to 
Since u EL,” n C implies h(u) EL” n C, the right-hand side of (4.4) is 
convergent as to -+ 0, so L = limtO,, gti(to) exists and 
i 
t 
Ii(t) = Lt-Y- t-y h(u) tYdz. 
0 
(4.5) 
Integrating (4.5) gives 
u(t) - u(to) = L jt s-y ds - jt; s-~ j; h@(r)) ry dr ds. 
to 
(4.6) 
But t 
I I s-~ 0 jh(u(r))l zydzds 
=1-flh(u(r))lr (1- (;)‘-I) dr 
Y-l 0 
is convergent, so (4.6) implies (letting to + 0) that in fact L = 0, so we 
conclude that limtO++ u(t,) = u(0) is finite and 
u(t) = u(O) - jt s-~ j’ h@(t)) sYdT ds, 
0 0 
(4.7) 
C(t) = -t-y jt h@(r)) ry dz. 
0 
From (4.7) we see that u E C’[O, co), ti(0) = 0, and we may conclude as 
before that i(t) < 0 for all t E (0, co). Finally, the existence of a(O) and the 
conclusion u E C*[O, co) follow from (4.1) and (4.7). 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. We choose {u,) c E such that J(u,) -+ Jo = 
inf ( J(u)1 u E E, I(U) = 1 }, the existence of such a sequence being guaranteed 
by (4.3). Since J(I u I) <J(u) and I(1 u I) = I(U), we may assume u, > 0. Since 
J(u,) is bounded, (2.17) gives 1) u,~~L:+I < C. Suppose first p < 1. Then 
II~,ll~;~~II~“llf:,II~,ll~:,~ (4.8) 
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where a E (0, 1) and 
l-a 1 ++-=-, 
1+1 P+l 
a(P+l)< 2. 
Since Z(u,) = 1, (4.8) implies that (1 u~~Q < C. This in turn gives )( u~[~~P,;I < C 
by (4.8), and we again use Z(u,) = 1 to conclude 11 uII~~,;I Q C, thus (un} 
is bounded in E. On the other hand, if 1 <p < q (p = I is trivial) we have 
II~nIILy G Il~Q,~ II&j 
for some a E (0, 1). Since Z(u,) = 1, we may conclude that Ilu,,ll~q;l< C. 
Next we note that 
with /3 E (0, 1) and p(p + 1) < 2, from which we conclude as before that 
)I u,lQ < C, I) ~~llf,;l< C, and again (u,} is bounded in E. 
We now choose a subsequence, call it again {u,,}, for which u, + u weakly 
in I#$‘, L:;', L:T', and I, + u(t) a.e. for t E (0, 00). If p < 1, we have 
u + u in LT: ’ by Theorem 2.1. If 1 <p < q, we note again by Theorem 2.1 
tiat u,+u in L:F'-' for small E > 0. Since for some a E (0,l) 
Ptl it follows again that U, --) u in L,, . 
Since u, -+ u in L$ ' it now follows that Z(u) > lim I@,) = 1. Setting 
u,(t) = u(f/u) we note that Z(u,) = cry+‘Z(u) and .Z(U,) =aY-‘J(u). If 
Z(U) > 1, then there exists u E (0, 1) such that I@,) = 1 and J(u,) < J,, 
wFp,h is a contradiction. Thus Z(u) = 1. Since Z(u,) -+ Z(U) and U, -+ u in 
L Ly , it follows that II u,IJ~;~+ II ~(1~;~ and )I u”I&I --t I( uII~;;I. Hence U, -+ u 
in Lf, and Lzy", thus also in E. It is now clear that J(u,) -J(U) =JO, and u 
is a solution of (4.2). 
It now follows that, since .Z and Z are C’ functionals on E, there exists 
0 E IF?, 0 # 0, such that 
J’(u) = tlZ’(u), 
thus u is a weak solution of 
-t-Y(fYU’)’ = 6%(u). (4.9) 
It follows as in Remark 3.1 that u E C*(O, co), thus u is a classical solution 
of (4.9) for t E (0, co). It also follows by the usual uniqueness argument hat 
u(t) > 0 for t E (0, co). We may now conclude from Lemma 4.1 that C(t) < 0 
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for all I E (0, co) (observe that if the right-hand side of (4.1) is replaced by 
@h(u), the proof of Lemma 4.1 is still valid, with obvious changes when 
8 < 0). 
We show next that in fact 8 > 0. Suppose by way of contradiction that 
8 ( 0. Then there exists t, > 0 such that t > t, implies I%(U) > (I 191/2) u,
which gives 
-(Pu’)’ > (I q/2> tYu(t). 
Integrating (4.10) we obtain 
(4.10) 
14 ’ ti zqt,) - f%(f) > 71 rYu(5) dr 
> leio U(t)(tY+’ _ g+‘> 
’ 2(Y + 1) 
9 
(4.11) 
using the fact that u(t) is decreasing. Rewriting (4.11) in the form 
w + 1) w - 
14 +#(I)( l-(+J) ,+I) ) 
we see that there exists t, > t, and C > 0 such that for t > t, we have 
u(t) < -czqq/t. 
It follows that 
$ (u(t) e@“‘) < 0, t>t,, 
and thus 
u(t) Q e- IY2CU(f*) &zc, t> t,. 
As a result we may now write 
-22 - (y/t) ti + p(t) u = 181 U,
where u f 0, u E I&$‘, and p(t) decreases exponentially as t -+ co. We apply 
[8, Theorem la] of Kato whose proof of Theorem la can certainly be 
adapted to fit our situation by simply replacing the Hilbert space H = L2(R) 
by IFt and setting n - 1 = y, y > 1. We now have a contradiction, proving 
that 8 > 0. Finally, we make a change of scale to achieve 0 = 1. 
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5. SOME EXAMPLES 
Suppose the weight function p(t) satisfies (1.2), and 1 < 1< $ co. If 1 ( p, 
q < I and p > 0, then Theorem 3.1 guarantees the existence of A > 0 for 
which the equation 
has a positive solution. If p = 0, Theorem 3.2 yields the existence of an 
infinite sequence of distinct solutions {(&, i-u&}. On the other hand, 
Theorem 3.3 yields infinitely many solutions { fu,} for any p > 0, A > 0, if 
werequire 1 (p,q(l,andq<pifp>O. 
Specializing to p(t) = P’, y > 1, we consider the equation 
where again ,u 2 0, A > 0. If p, q > 1 and p < max(q, 1) we have by 
Theorem 4.1 
(a) If p = 0, 3 a positive solution VA > 0, if p < 1. 
(b) If p > 0,3 a positive solution VA > 0 if q < p; VA > A* if q > p. 
The number I*, computed from (4.3), is found to be 
A” = (f)ts-PMs- 1) (q - l)(p + l)(p - 1)-‘P-‘)‘(“-” 
x (q~p)-(4-Pvk7-1) (q + 1)-‘P-l)l(q-I)~u(P--l)/(q-l) 
(See also Berestycki and Lions [ 11). 
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